FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ERIN WASSON AS MUSE TO ZADIG & VOLTAIRE DESIGNER THIERRY GILLIER
THE SPRING/SUMMER 2011 COLLECTION

Singapore, 30TH April 2011 – Texas‐born American model Erin Wasson1 and Zadig & Voltaire
designer & founder Thierry Gillier were meant to meet. 100 % pure Rock, the top model and
designer is the new muse for the 2011 season and the face of Zadig & Voltaire this year.
Wasson spent much of her formative years watching and playing sports like basketball. It
wasn’t until her teenage years that her father registered her in an agency model search.
That uncalculated serendipity catapulted her into the world of modeling and fashion and she
has since graced the covers of Vogue Paris and the like. “With music and a great character as
being very central to her identity, it became clear that she was the perfect person to front
Zadig & Voltaire’s spring/summer 2011 campaign”, says Gillier. “A resolutely wild beauty,
she expresses the Zadig & Voltaire spirit and embodies the casual chic so intrinsic to the
brand”, continues Gillier. With that, Gillier was inspired to create 7 key themes to take you
on that ride this spring/summer 2011.
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For pictures of Erin Wasson from the campaign as well as an interview, please see Annex.
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ROCK ‐ "Forever”
Any brand with its finger on the pulse of rock knows it will always stay a classic. Rock music and style
is in our blood. The perfect combination is one that we’ll never get tired of. Our signature pieces –
maxi dress, biker boots and jacket – are key items in rock chic. Zadig gets the look through an
unstudied, off‐beat style. Laid‐back details, frayed knits, unstructured lines, raw edges, used, studded
and mixed fabrics all feature, without forgetting the essentials: skull prints, angel wings and
butterflies punctuate all of the collections. A hint of the seasonal trends and the result is a collection
adorned with loud buttons, printed knits and multicoloured diamante. These looks have their heart
in rock music and their elegance in detail. Timeless: skinny jeans, suede ballet pumps, printed vest,
leather jacket, rock bag (new: beige or green nubuck). We’ll always be fans.
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FLASH – “Happy fluo”
Summer’s here. Zadig is happy and we know it! A clever collection with unexpected combinations and
explosive colours. It’s all fun and games! Using fluo (a combo of fuchsia and turquoise) we create
confident femininity. All you need is your highlighter to wake up those winter greys. Fluo loops,
military camouflage revisited, revamped romantics: Zadig play with contrast and have fun right down
to fluo details on vanity cases, stitching on Teddy boot heels, dress buttons or a Bao bag. Vibrant
colours finish the daily for basic bag (monocolour ‐ rose, aqua or coral). Rose sexy shorts, sauvage t‐
shirt (horse design), studded belt, fitted leather jacket: the untameable Miss Zadig rock n’ love. La vie
en… fuchsia!
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DESERT – “Fleur des sables”
Cross the desert with Zadig while we create a sandstorm. Camel colours and tone on tone diamante
adorn jackets and knitwear. Under a cloudless sky, earthy shades of cotton blend with denim blue,
flower prints and military sweats. A two‐tone, multi‐wear mix: blue top and white hotpants, khaki
shirt and turquoise shorts. And vice versa. Mix it up. The whole look can even be done in camel tones:
jumpsuit, dress, trouser, or short paired with a shirt or jacket, tone on tone. Right down to accessories:
brown belt, beige or black derbies, “masculin Féminin" bag (in beige canvas and suede with gorgeous
brushed gold finish buckle). Desert chic, figure‐hugging with a penchant for the softness of cashmere,
the sheerness of chiffon and the drape of a coloured keffiyeh. For the wannabe warriors: our new,
practical and petite make up case (monotone and in two formats) will slide into any bag. Zadig girls
can take on the city and the desert.
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HIPPIE CHIC ‐ “Flower power”
Zen, the queen of elegance, hippie chic reinterprets the seventies spirit and creates a look for women
with simple, natural style. Floral prints and draped fabric are the features of an ethnic‐chic, fresh and
urban collection with a hint of bohemian: feathered boots, summer dresses (fuchsia or turquoise),
military jacket. Must have: multi‐co print knit – (one of each!): vest, dress, Anna jacket, carrot
jumpsuit. Long summer legs and a relaxed edge are all it takes to pull off this favourite. Belt, suede
ballet pumps, beige jacket (with raw edges and pink stitching), “masculin‐féminin” bag (in canvas and
beige leather) finish the look. And for the beach? Crochet swimsuit and dress (long or short), paired
with the Alison hat and oversize sunglasses (Glamour plume). Now simply turn up the heat.
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DELUXE ‐ “Black & white”
Cocktails, the latest bars, the hippest restaurants: one dress code: black & white. Black and white in
all its forms (lace, sequins, leather, cashmere, chiffon and new stretch silk) fuse with this structured
Deluxe collection. Perfect cuts, asymmetric detailing and luxury fabrics characterise this capsule
collection which is composed of key, ultra‐feminine separates. Must have: the timeless LBD in silk and
lycra with a sequin gilet and rock velvet deluxe velour pochette; black leather trouser with a boyfriend
cut jacket. Or perhaps the sensual lace and sheer chiffon top (warp and weft, black or white). Key
pieces to treasure ‐ you'll feel why. The collection can also be paired with basics for a casual chic look
(lace top with white denim short). The finishing touch: an eyecatching double heart or angel wing
marcasite necklace. A star is born!
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MEN – “Je ne veux qu’il”
For him. For her. Our range for men, just like our women’s collection, is based on a modern elegance
with attention to detail: frayed knits, raw edges, contrasting colours. We refine our style right down
to the last detail – like the biker elbow pad finish on our military jackets. The Zadig man dares to
combine a range of styles: “biker” (leather blazer and biker jacket), “army” (camouflage shirts and
cashmere), “vintage” (thick, soft denim shirt). Easy‐to‐wear, simple to pair. This season we have a
whole range shorts in a camel palette: white linen, pale khaki, washed canvas beige. Roll them up and
wear with a sky blue shirt, scarf and blazer (black or beige washed leather). Our must have favourites
sculpt a masculine silhouette: cashmere, linen, checked shirts, raw denim, leather biker jacket and
blazer. Do it for the girls.
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Annex –An Interview with Erin Wasson
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE?
My style is a mash up of old school rock influence mixed with a bit of a kooky
art teacher.
WHAT ARE YOUR INFLUENCES?
My current influences are Wharton Esherick and Doyle Lane. I’m always
drawn to Patti Smith, Louise Bourgeois, and old David Yurman sculpture
from the 70s.
WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INSPIRATION?
My inspiration comes from architecture, home design books from the late
60s, music of all genres, film, symbolism, religion, and textile.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT YOUR JOB?
Having a constant creative outlet. I collect so many ideas as I travel and do
research. I’m able to channel them into objects. A pattern in a gate or window
can become a print or a piece of jewelry.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CITY? AND WHY?
My favorite places are Buenos Aires for the spirit, laid back lifestyle, food,
and culture, and Hawaii for its beauty and deep rooted traditions.
WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU LISTEN?
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, Entrance, Wanda Jackson, Blake Mills, The
Veils, The National to name a few.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PIECE IN THE COLLECTION ZADIG SUMMER 2011?
I love the leather pants and raw edged cashmere pieces.
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Annex – Images of Erin Wasson

The Zadig & Voltaire spring/summer 2011 collection starring Erin Wasson was
photographed in a Parisian apartment by Fred Meylan, styled by Melanie Huynh
with the overall artistic direction overseen by designer and founder Thierry Gillier
and brand directors Cecilia Bonstrom and Carol Gerland.
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About Zadig & Voltaire
Zadig & Voltaire is a Paris‐based cult brand with its finger on the pulse of rock & roll. The
name of the brand is a nod towards Enlightenment‐era philosopher Voltaire and the
character, Zadig, from Voltaire’s renowned piece of work Zadig: or The Book of Fate which
discusses socio‐political issues of his day but obscures them under a thin veil by locating
them in the context of ancient Babylonia. Founded in 1997 by designer Thierry Gillier, Zadig
& Voltaire rolls out each season’s prêt‐a‐porter pour femme & pour homme collections
accompanied by accessories, jewellery, accoutrements, fragrances, with an emphasis on
channeling a new luxury by giving fashion basics a playful and resolutely rock 'n' roll twist: a
more affordable, stylish and laid‐back luxury. Logos are kept to a minimum – glitterific skulls
and studded eagles provide just the sort of esoteric brand association that the Zadig &
Voltaire rock chick/rocker wishes for. Working with the likes of rock band The Kills and DJ‐is‐
the‐new‐god Mark Ronson & his girlfriend Josephine de la Baume to front past seasons’
campaigns as well as model Erin Wasson in this year’s campaign, Zadig & Voltaire aligns itself
with cult personalities with great cachet located in the realm of music, art, glamour and
fashion. Zadig & Voltaire arrived at Saint‐Germain‐des‐Prés on the Rive Gauche of Paris in
1998 and subsequently had its foot firmly set in the realm of luxury retail heaven when it
opened a store on rue François in the 1st Arrondissement of Paris. Its global expansion saw
new stores opening on Sloane Street, London and in the Meatpacking district of New York.
Today, it has a total of 200 stores worldwide across cities like Milan, Tokyo, Antwerp, Los
Angeles, Seoul and Hong Kong. Its first store in Singapore opened at The Shoppes at the
Marina Bay Sands in October 2010 in a spare yet chic 170 sq metre store that allows the
merchandise to speak for itself.
Zadig & Voltaire is available at The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands, 2 Bayfront Avenue, #B2‐
71/72, Singapore 018972, t: + 65 6688 7155.
For more information, please log on to www.zadig‐et‐voltaire.com.
The spring/summer 2011 Lookbook is available for download here:
https://www.yousendit.com/download/VnBvWGJPZDVVVGxFQlE9PQ
For media enquiries, styling needs/loans, SS11 Lookbooks and interviews, please kindly
contact:
Dennis She
Publicist PR Communications
E: dennis@publicistpr.com
M: +65 9247 7978
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